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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the first fully fledged issue
of Smash Hits, a discussion bulletin for
revolutionary ideas and practice. This
has come out of the decision to dissolve
the Class War Federation in an attempt
to rebuild revolutionary politics.
Our aim is to openly and honestly discuss ideas so

that we can become a more effective and efficient
force for revolution in this country. But this is more
than ideas, it is about practice and organising. When
we dissolved the Federation, we weren't calling for any
truce in the class war. We didn't think that the war was
over and we could all go home and live happily ever
after. Far from it. Our desire for revolution, our
rejection of capitalism is as great as it ever was - if
not greater for we have positively broken with the
chains of the past because they werenôt getting us
where we wanted to go.

FUNDAMENTAL FACTS
Capitalism might have changed its spots but there can
be no denying the fundamental fact that the vast
majority of people are exploited and oppressed - and
that society is run in the interests of the minority. Yet
those who call for its abolition (socialist/communist/
anarchist - whatever the label) are few and far
between. Revolutionary ideas are marginalised and
peripheral. And revolutionary organisations seem
unable to adapt to new circumstances, dynamism and
flexibility being replaced by political paralysis and
organisational institutionalism.
So what are we going to do about it? How serious are

we in our determination to liberate ourselves from the
chains of capitalism? Is this just a game or do we
genuinely want to change society, abolish capitalism
and create a world free of waged labour and money?
This and other questions are what we want to at least
attempt to answer.

MAJOR RETHINKó?
But we're not pretending that we have got any right
answers - unfortunately, we haven't. All we know is
what we have been doing has become increasingly
redundant and it's time for a major rethink. We don't
intend that this rethink willjust end up recreating a
Class War mark 2. We think that there might be serious
problems with the current nature of political
organisations. We think that there may be a need to
move towards more inclusive groupings as opposed to
exclusive - yet where would the line be drawn?
So we are posing some questions, we are stating that

the current form of the Class War Federation is
unsatisfactory - and we want to draw people together

that process and it is open to all contributions. There
is no editorial line (as you will see from the contents).

to discuss these ideas and more. This bulletin is part of

We will print all contributions that are sent to us that
attempt to honestly debate our current situation. We
seek to open its pages to anyone who thinks they have
something worthwhile or interesting to say. Maybe we
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are all completely wasting our time? Maybe we just
need some straightforward populism? Maybe Lenin was
right and we should alljoin a centralised party? Maybe
we need to ditch the 19th century terms of óanarchismô
and ócommunismô?
There are many opportunities ahead and much

potential. We want this bulletin to be at least a part
reflection of that, like our other activities of meetings,
events and conferences. As the last issue of Class War
said, we are currently underachieving desperately while
at the same time we have got a whole world to win. So
what are we all going to do about it? We might have
called time at the Class War bar but that's because
weôre now off looking for the whole brewery.

If you've got any contributions or
just want to be kept in touch with
what's happening, write to BM Box
5538, London, WC1N 3XX.
Deadline for next issue is 31st
January 1998.



BEING HERETICAL
So we've taken the first step - that is we
have dissolved the Fed, produced our
statement of intent in the last issue,
clearly declaring that our aim is not to
recreate a Class War mark two...so where
now?
Currently I am calling this "staring into the vacuum"

because that is what it is - staring into the vacuum.
We have rejected our old ways of working as being an
ineffective vehicle for our political ideas, but what do
we do now? Thus the vacuum as unfortunately no-one
has seemingly got any right answers/masterplans/
whatever - or if they have, they haven't told me!

SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY
But I think that we should seize this opportunity for
thinking about how we work and what we want to
do/achieve. We have (possibly temporarily) escaped
from the fixed tramlines of organisational
ideology/practice and we have a chance to reconsider
our views, our positions and our practices - what
follows is my contribution to this debate and shouldn't
necessarily be taken as fixed statements, more as an
attempt to put down some ideas.
I think the first thing to do is to consider the

political basis of our organising together. It has been I
said that Class War was practically theoretical, that its
basis for unity was more about practice (getting stuck
in) than theory (what's your line on the IRA). I think
that to a broad degree this is true: Class War did
certainly attempt to be more of a broad church than
many other political groups. In this it reflected to
some extent local groups who tend to unite more on a
basis of practical need than theoretical positions.
I believe that this is definitely the best way to

proceed - no revolution will ever be made by people
thinking along very similar lines, if a revolution does
occur its participants will have quite different ideas
but they will be held together by a sense of common
purpose. The same is true for any group of friends -
they don't all think exactly the same, there will always
be a variety of ideas and thoughts knocking around. So
why should a political organisation restrict itself to a
groups of people who think along very similar lines? To
put it mildly, it's nonsensical.

LET'S GET TOGETHER
As I said, Class War did go beyond that but in some
ways it ended up like that (is that an inevitable result
of organisational paralysis?). I think we need to be
looking towards being inclusive - setting out to include
as many people as possible rather than to exclude
people on the basis of theoretical positions. But then
the problem is we want to avoid reinventing the wheel
every meeting/every paper and there is a need for

some political lines to be drawn - but these could be
as basic as anti-capitalist and libertarian. I was told
that there was quite a contrast at the Bradford
bookfair in May when the Class War meeting followed a
meeting of Subversion versus Syndicalists. Shouldn't
we be moving away from these debates and looking at
what we have in common and what we're going to do
about it?

WIDE OPINION
Having wide opinion within an organisation does not
necessarily mean that it is doomed to founder or be
ineffective. A good example of this is the Haringey
Solidarity Group which has everyone from the RCG-
influenced to fluffy liberals via class struggle
anarchists and ultra-left theoreticians. Such variety
does not prevent it from being effective and it has
been active since the early 1990s - in fact this variety
makes it quite a healthy and open grouping.
I think that most political groups are fairly similar to

religious cults: both have ideological purism, both
have codes of behaviour, both have deýned forms of
practice, both push set lines. But surely our politics are
about abolishing purism and liberating our
individuality?
We need to dump cultism because although it might

make us feel safer and more secure in ourselves (which
of course is the function of a cult), to everyone else it
just makes us isolated and irrelevant. But it has been
said that in a revolutionary grouping (you against the
world) it can be difficult to avoid the tendency towards
cultism - yet why?
Why shouldn't we be able to work in an open

manner? Why shouldn't we seek to include everyone
who energetically and passionately wants to overthrow
this society by liberating themselves and creating a
new world?

ORGANISATIONAL PARALYSIS
One of the main lessons of Class War for me has been
its growing institutionalisation and organisational
paralysis. A classic example of this is how in the early
days Class War was able to relate to and be involved in
the peace movement (but of course being critical as
well and stating its positions), yet ten years down the
line and Class War was completely out of touch from
the environmental movement. In its beginning Class
War had gone with the energy, in the end Class War
was sitting isolated in a room above some pub.
As far as the rave scene/dance culture is concerned, I

think that CW missed the boat - here was a social
movement coming from the streets that was in conflict
with the state yet we by and large ignored it and failed
to realise its potential. The ironical thing is that Class
War itself partly emerged from the last similar
movement - punk. Old punks never die, theyjust
become conservative. The whole spirit of punk (do it
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yourself, kick it over, open your mind etc - which
was often the same as that of the rave scene)
was reduced down to sadly defending the faith.
What went wrong? How did this happen?
Maybe this is a result of Class War's structure as

a political organisation. Maybe we are back in
the old arguments of the tyranny of
structurelessness/the tyranny of tyranny (by
that, I mean arguments about formal and
informal leaderships) - or maybe this is not true
but we at least need to discuss the whole issue
of the structure and how we can structure
ourselves so as to be as effective as possible.
One thing that is certainly true: Class War

became strangled by its own bureaucracy to the
point where a fair proportion of the members
also held some official position within the group.

DOCTORS AND NURSES
It's all a bit like the NHS - more managers and
less nurses. Part of the problem was the aim of
building up a mass organisation and so it was
thought that such a structure was needed - but
at no time have we ever approached being mass
and in retrospect I would argue against this aim.
Perhaps what we should be looking at is more
amorphous and loose groupings that pull people
together when there is a need and still keep
themselves open, energetic and dynamic. ,, . , ,,
Maybe I have become a bit of a Bonist in my old oh Shñ Sargeô what S happened to my Van?

age: I can remember Ian and Lee proposing
something along these lines in Leeds in 1993 (1992?).
They certainly argued that virtually all Class War's
bureaucratic superstructure should be dumped and
looking back on it, they were right.
Essentially what we need is one person to collate a

discussion bulletin (if it's decided we need that) and
that's basically that. The key is that we need to work
out what is the most effective structure for taking our
ideas forward - whether its a football team, an
occasional gathering together to do specific tasks, a
Thursday night drinking group - whatever
(remembering that this list is neither exhaustive nor
mutually exclusive).

HAVING FUN
Class War always said openly that politics should be
fun and that in itself represented a break from
organised left/anarchist politics where the idea of fun

We must remember that one of the driving forces for
virtually everyone is a desire to have a good time, the
hedonistic urge. I read an interview with Iain Banks
(the writer - eg "The Wasp Factory") where he said that
his vision of a future society was a cross between
socialism and anarchism with a lot of hedonism.
Maybe in the paper we should have had more stories

about simply having a good time/ a good laugh (and
not necessarilyjust the ones about rioting although
there's nothing wrong with that). And it could easily
be argued that the free festivals at Stonehenge in the
1970s/early 19805 had much greater political
significance and radicalising impact than the Class War
International Conference. maybe we should start
organising free festivals...

THINKING THE UNTHINKABLE
And this is linked to the need for openness: we have to
think the unthinkable. Why is class struggle the motor

is sometimes frowned upon. One reason for this is that of history? Maybe it is a motor (albeit, a very
Class War never tied itself to one political tradition and important motor). Is it really worthwhile to support
was open enough to pick and choose at will - and one
fertile area was situationism/counter-culture of the
late 19605 where fun really was fun (or so they say).

So we said that politics should be fun, that it's also
about having a good time, having a laugh and not
getting deadened by the seriousness of it all. But how
far was this actually expressed in our reality? I would
say that we made some efforts but far more could have
been óachieved.

this strike or that strike, might there not be better
ways of being active? Or maybe such basic support
should be our foundations for if we can't look after our
own then who can we look after? Why are western
political ideas simplyaccepted as being correct? What
ideas are there elsewhere in the world about we live
and how we can live? While capital has gone global,
revolutionaries have remained resolutely eurocentric -
don't get me wrong, these ideas might be the best



ones for us in this situation but at least we should
consider other ideas/other practices. And we should
start moving away from absolutes - too much of our
political reality is composed of absolutism when the
world itself is composed of greyness/doubts/
uncertainty. Too often we seek to force everything into
a particular box when there might be different
explanations and different possibilities.

POLITICAL ARGUMENTS
A friend told me recently about a political argument
she had been having with this man which got fairly
heated. Later she realised that it was getting heated at
least partly because they had nearly been lovers (so
there were feelings of bitterness/resentment which
hadn't been resolved? and also because
he reminded her of her father). /\/OW some aye
Now some things are simple ð there's Sim ye therers no

no problem in saying the police are the p I
enemy, that the royals areiparasitical PFOUZQITI flô? saying Lô/7ú

2:22". :1: Ä.'3Äi.f.'.'1iE'."Zfieil P0"Cs are ifQ Q"Qmy!
the few. But beyond these simplicities, at royals are
what then? parasitical scum and
We should be looking for useful tools Capffalfsff) 1'5 a

to explain reality (or should that be 5 Stem based on
realities) and we shouldn't be bound to -V
just one tool and attempt to make it QXPIOICGLIOI7 O I/"IQ
explain all forms of reality. many the QW
We should shift perspectives when

and where appropriate. For example (thank fuck for
that I can hear you cry), an explanation of why the
working class in this country seems to be basically
content with capitalism (although of course in many
ways it clearly isn't) might partly contain an element
of psychology as well as the obvious element of class
analysis.
Reality should be viewed through more than one

perspective if we want to achieve a better
understanding and a better ability to improve our
situation. As has been said before, a failing of Class
War was its one dimensional nature - reality has many
dimensions and we should recognise that fact. Of
course it's easy to say something like that and a lot
harder to actually put it into practice.

FEELING LIBERATED
As the Class War Federation slowly bit the dust over a
period of months, I had a sense of liberation - because
I believe that by dissolving this organisation we are
opening up many other potentials and possibilities. We
have been stuck in a rut, doing things by routine
without questioning or challenging to any depth
because we all needed to maintain the organisation (or
at least we thought we had to). Now that need is gone
and we are in the vacuum but that's far preferable to
being on a life-support machine. It's a bit like a mini-
revolution.
Let's be honest about the shape of Class War (shape

that "I have to take responsibility for as much as

anyone else): there were no more than 70/80 members
(some of whom were paper members), there were
hardly any papersales outside London, the total sales
of the paper didn't top the 4,000 mark, there were
bitter internal disputes that led to blocs based on
geography which weren't talking to others, no more
than three groups actually functioned as groups (as
opposed to groupings meeting around someone's
house), we were isolated from what little social
struggles/movements were happening, there was a lack
of purpose or sense of direction, the collective
publishing the paper was ignoring the decisions
concerning the contents of the paper, some of the
formal positions were unfilled (leading to heartache at
conferences), hardly anyone was writing for the

papen"
This doesn't mean that I don't

think there was anything good and
positive about CW: there's loads,
from the politics to the sense of
ambition to the fact that different
groups did different pages thereby
opening it out more.

HONESTY
But be honest - Class War was
failing, it was desperately stuck and
unable to organisationally get out

_ of the vicious rut it was in. We can't
isolate ourselves from the rest of

society or the rest of the left - struggle is close to an
all-time low and the left is heading towards the
dustbin of history - but is that any excuse for us to
continue on as we are?
Despite being a populist organisation, Class War was

profoundly unpopular both externally and internally.
Time to burn the body and look again at what we want
to do and how we can achieve our aims. Of course
there is a chance that all this talk of revolution is
completely useless and we are all wasting our time and
should be doing better things.

DEFINITELY MAYBE
Maybe...who can definitely know (especially now that
we have superseded science) - but one thing for
definite is that society is fluid, dynamic and does
change. Society has changed a lot in the last 100 years
(let alone the last 1,000 years) - the problem is that
most of the changes have been against our interests, C
the interests of the majority of society.
So yes, I believe in revolution, I still believe that the

working class has the ability to emancipate itself from
capitalism. I still believe that we can create a society
without the slavery of paid employment, the
dominance of money and the rule of divisions - but it's
going to be bloody hard, which is why we need to
reconsider everything as a way to determining what is
the most effective form for our ideas and our activities.
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CLASS POLITICS
With class
politics we
should know
almost
instinctively
what we're for
and against.
Although
ótheoryô isn't
exactly a
complete
waste of time,
it should
involve a
minimum of
distraction.
An examination \ 5 /

of anarchist and
workersô -
movements, anti-
state upheavals
worldwide
throughout history
to the present day  .
is always more
interesting and
rewarding than
theory pure. I
welcome the
present move
toward more contact, exchange of ideas and
information plus the regeneration of our movement.

PITFALLS
However the pitfall remains that this could just become
another rapidly diminishing talking shop. I believe that
in order to avoid this, priorities should be shifted away
from the theoretical to street-based politics, our only  
point of mass contact. With the Labour "honeymoon"
over, times ahead could prove interesting.
We should support the activities of groups such as

Reclaim the Streets, plus any future mass mobilisations
such as those of the low-paid or people put on to
workfare schemes. We should have a large physical
presence, distributing thousands of well-designed, easy
to read, comprehensible populist-style leaflets. We
should be ready to make a contribution, should things
"turn nasty" for the authorities. We can't do this unless
we're there.
We also need to organise our own events, street

manifestation. Reclaim Mayday, no more tail-ending a
bunch of rancid Stalinists, have our own march through
a working class area, leaflet nearby estates. We should

J
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take the offensive by helping to produce numbers to
confront the next reactionary "countryside rally", make
sure they are given a warm welcome next time they
come to London.

MASKING UP
We must support the initiative next year of the march
on Buck House. And prepare, hopefully, for a mass
ñAnti-millenniumò movement. It's a good guess that
some people are thinking along these lines anyway. All
street actions should be preceded by an effort to
mobilise our numbers, produce and distribute leaflets
and other forms of propaganda. To keep momentum and
coherence we should support a mobilisation once every
three or four months.
Without this I see no growth, dynamism or contact

with those sections of the population numbering
millions who are alienated from the economic, political
and social system. On the other hand by working
together to get our forces out on the street we could
start thinking about developing a mass movement that
goes beyond mere anarchism.
M



GRAVEDIGGING
I welcome the initiative which Class War
has taken in getting people together to
discuss the way forward and want to
offer the following thoughts. And before
I forget to mention it, I think it is a
mistake to stop producing the paper,
Class War, it was generally an excellent,
popular tabloid which really hit the
mark, sold well and and should be re-
launched as soon as possible.
As someone who has been politically active for about

the last 16 years, most of these as a revolutionary, and
as an ex-member of first the Communist Party, then the
Socialist Workers Party and part of many local and
national campaigns, a few things have slowly become
clear to me.  

BUILDING THE PARTYó?
One is that in the present economic and political
climate existing in this country, the idea of forming a
rigid party along Leninist lines is not the appropriate
way for our class to organise.
It generally has the effect of attracting a few, mostly

middle class students in the university towns and
cities, pushing them into frenetic activity to ñbuild the
party", sell papers etc. and after a few years of this,
they end up disillusioned with "revolutionary" politics
and leave to pursue a "grown-up" life in the real world.
And in general revolutionary politics (both socialist

and anarchist) are viewed as a stage of youthful
rebellion to be grown out of, a childish utopian phase
that some people go through, rather than a coherent
political force rooted in working class communities.
The point is - how do we change this?

PITIFULLY WEAK
Why is it that, in 1997, the revolutionary movement
(by this I include all the socialist, communist and
anarchist parties and groups) is in the most pitifully
weak state, in fact rapidly shrinking and disintegrating
in most cases.
Obviousl this is such a complex issue, we could3/

write at least one book on the subject which we
haven't got space to deal with in detail here. But it's
possible to identify a few key points. I think we ýrst
have to understand that the failure to build a strong
revolutionary movement is first and foremost a
reflection of the very low level of class consciousness
generally in our class.
Apart from a tiny minority of politically-minded and

active people, the basic economic and political
structure of our society and their position in it is not
of great interest, let alone concern, to most working
class people. That isn't being elitist or cynical or

IN GRAVESE D
defeatist, it's something that's got to be faced up to.
OK, it's something we want to change, but first we
have to acknowledge that it exists. This might seem
like stating the obvious, but a hell of a lot of socialists
and anarchists seem to think that if only they got their
programme, manifesto, theory, style of newspaper,

This might seem like stating the
obvious, but a hell syf a lot of
socialists and anarc ists seem to
think that if only_ they got their
pro[qramme, manifesto, theory,
sty e of newspaper; wording of _
leaþet, time and place of meeting
rig t_etc then hsy presto! the
WOIôl<7Iôbg class wi l suddenly wake
up an realise the need to
overthrow capitalism.

wording of leaflet, time and place of meeting right etc
then hey presto! the working class will suddenly wake
up and realise the need to overthrow capitalism.
The reality is that it will only be when an issue, or

several issues co-inciding, like strikes, a crisis in the
NHS, education or whatever actually hits working class
people in the face and they see for themselves the
need to get together and organise to fight back, it's
only then that we see in practice that through our own
actions we can actually change things and that a
revolutionary movement capable of challenging the
capitalist state has a chance of establishing itself.

REMEMBER THE POLL TAX
The poll tax is a good example of how an issue can,
almost overnight, unite and politicise a substantial
number of working class people - we got together,
fought back in the courts, council chambers, on the
the streets and defeated an attack on our class against
all the odds.
When another similar issue arises, we need to be able

to build on our experiences straight away, which is why
I believe the most important thing at the present time
is to keep together a network (not a rigid, sectarian
party) of politically-committed people, so that when
there are upheavals in society we can react quickly to
pool our knowledge and resources to help our side
move forward. l
I don't suggest that we all sit at home individually

doing nothing, waiting for things to happen and then
react when they do, there are things to be done. Much
of it is a long, hard unglamorous slog of slowly
building respect for your political ideas in your local
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community by always being there and doing the work
in local campaigns - everything from stopping health
and education cuts to exposing corruption and
hypocrisy in the local ruling class.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
It means knowing your local area and community,
making roots in it and with as many other anti-
establishment people as possible, making contact with
and getting to know the journalists on local press and
radio, so that we can sometimes use their media to get
and message across.
I can only say what happens in our town (Gravesend)

and our county
(Kent) as

r examples of what
can be done in
the present
difficult
circumstances
and maybe others
will consider
using similar
methods
elsewhere.
In Gravesend a

group which grew
up mainly from
working against
the poll tax and
the fascists, has
stuck together
and remained
active through
other issues like
anti-workfare and

Is time the motor of history? ca'ñ.paô9"'"9 .against council
cuts. We produce

a bi-monthly publication, "The Gravedigger", which is
sold mainly in Gravesend (on the street at a weekly
stall) and to local subscribers, but also gets circulated
across the country.

ALTERNATIVE VIEWS
Through this bulletin we try to present people with an
alternative view of what's going on in the town, the
stories the other papers won't print, digging the dirt
and taking the piss out of the local establishment -
councillors, magistrates, police.
But it's notjust local gossip, we aim to give it a hard

and uncompromising political edge, but with some
humour as well. After years of trying to sell dreary old
political newspapers, "The Gravedigger" has been very
well received by the sort of ordinary working class
people who wouldn't touch Socialist Worker with a
bargepole.
The value of producing something like this is that it

keeps us in touch with what's going on, gives people a
chance to write and develop their own political ideas

and gives us a solid focus in a very barren and difficult
time. It should be possible for small groups of people
in every town in the country to produce a similar
production, only a very small thing admittedly, but
enough to get under the skin of every local ruling class
and give our side the conýdence that we can and do
make a difference.
But what it needs is good local knowledge, roots in

your own community and earning the respect of people
through actions, notjust words and empty propaganda.
And it is a long, hard slog - a lot of unrewarding work
that doesn't seem to bring much in return, but that is
what needs to be done.

GET LOCAL
I think that the importance of working in your own
locality and community has never been given the
priority it deserves by revolutionary groups, it's been
neglected in favour of huddling together in national
groups and national demonstrations, which might help
morale and give an illusion of strength, but in fact are
built on sand if parallel work isn't being done in small
towns everywhere.
As far as the whole of Kent is concerned, we have got

together with various other socialists, anarchists,
environmentalists, trade unionists and animal rights
activists to form a loose county-wide organisation, the
Kent Socialist Alliance, which meets once a month to
discuss activity and produce a monthly newsletter sent
out to about 200 people which simply lists events and
actions and meetings in Kent and London.
It's a very basic form of organisation, but it is

keeping together a whole layer of different political
activists in a non-sectarian network, who can share A
information and help each other. At the monthly
meetings we limit the agenda to activity, all political
differences and theory are kept until after the meeting
over a drink, this is the deliberate policy so that we
don't descend into yet another squabbling, navel-
contemplating debating society.
Again, this kind of alliance is something which could

be done all over the country, in London and every
other county.

STAYING ON COURSE
Finally, so many revolutionaries get disillusioned and
give up in despair when after a few years of their own
activity, nothing seems to have changed - the point is
to look at things long term and broadly, notjust from
your own personal, limited horizons.
It might take generations yet before we get rid of

this rotten system, we can't just give up because
nothing seems to be moving at this particular moment
in our own lives. It takes commitment, a long-term
view and an understanding of what we're up against -
capitalism won't collapse overnight however much we
might want it to, there are no short cuts or magic
formulas - it will take years of hard work.

G, Gravesend Resistance



BY ALL MEANS NECESSARY
By all means necessary -part of what I
liked about Class War was that heading.
For me it's a very positive thing and
stands in contrast to much of the left's
narrow thinking. Unfortunately Class War
didn't quite live up to the slogan.
Personally I consider myself a Reformist.

Unfortunately most of the people attracted to the ex-
CW initiative consider themselves Revolutionaries.
Although none of them have or are ever likely to take
part in a revolution. Unfortunately they seem to have
picked the wrong country 80 years too late.

YOU ó RE TOO SEXY!
Revolution is undoubtedly a sexier word than reform. I
can't imagine Oasis or the Beatles singing about
reformism. But reformism is what most people want in
this country They don't want to storm through the
streets being shot at by the army. They don't want to
hang the queen. But they would like to have a bigger
share of the cake and work less hours.
A lot of people are involved in anarchist groups who

are so completely out of touch with ordinary people,
it's funny. Students and unemployed people orjust
plain unfriendly people who go on about community
politics but don't know any of their neighbours.
I think it's important to be realistic if we want to

break out of the leftwing ghetto. CWôs attitude to the
Labour Party and elections was to me rather infantile. I
really despair of things like the anti-election alliance.
Would you really like to live somewhere that people
didn't have a vote at all? The electoral process in this
country is flawed to say the least but it's still miles
better living here than in Indonesia, Turkey etc apart
from the weather.

MORE DEMOCRACY
We should be calling for more democracy notjust
having a go at the limited form of democracy we have
just because we don't like the results. Until people on
the left look at why they are so isolated, they won't be
effective. CW 73 was a really positive thing to do but I
hope that this ex-CW initiative will really look at all
ways that can change things.
I'm not a reformist who's against direct action, I

think that direct action-type politics and reformism go
hand in hand. The poll tax revolt in Trafalgar Square
was a great day for all of us who champion the cause of
violent reformism. What's needed is more days like
that, but they can only come about with widespread
public support.
That means taking the slogan ñBy all means

necessary" seriously, thinking the politics through and
leaving the frighten the parent politics behind.

R

I STARTED...SO
by Ian Bone. Reprinted from Animal, no. 1.

"Ifyou have an Organisation with an avowed policy of
doing nothing, then, eventually, even the most serious
of the senous tendency is bound to ask, as they do now,
"Why do we need an Organisation to do nothing?"

In the early days Class War (C.W.) was
often called a ócomicô by its detractors on
the left. We didn't mind. We would stand
next to the leftie papersellers shouting
óget your gutter rag fuckin' stupid
anarchist comic hereô and the punters
would queue up - we had the product
they wanted, the lefties didn't.
However there was a problem. Some class warriors

harboured a secret desire to be taken óseriouslyô. They
felt embarrassed when they went down the pub and
were mocked by their leftist chums for not having
óseriousô politics and selling a comic which was ógood
for a~laughô but nothing else. To be taken seriously by

I'LL FINISH IT!
their peers in leftie and republican groups was the
summit of their ambition. They wanted to grow up and
leave such childish stuff behind them.
"Stuntism or Bonism is childish and we grew up. What

we need is real theory."
But there were obstacles to being taken seriously.

Firstly the paper as it was with its cartoons like "Wot
no theory!ò and "But where's the analysis?ò as well as
stickers like "Fuck the Revolution, where's my pint?"
were derided by the leftists Secondly Class War didn't
have that very serious thing that all serious groups
must have...A THEORY!!!!
We didn't have any fuckin' theory for godsake!!

BOLLOCKS TO THEORY!
If only we had a theory we could take ópositionsô on
proper grown up issues like Bosnia and the IRA and
give our angle on important events like all the other
lefties did. '
It was embarrassing for a chap to go down the pub

and to be asked your position on the Tamil Tigers and
be forced to admit you didn't have one! A theory was
needed to make sense of all these complex world



events so we could write about them in our paperjust
like the grown up lefties did.
Finally there were still people out there on the

streets doing silly things like organising Bash the Rich
marches and trips to the Henley Regatta and Rock
Against the Rich tours and throwing bottles at Neil
Kinnock in Hyde Park and smashing up Wood Green
shopping centre and making records.

STUNTS
These were collectively to become known as stunts and
were not taken seriously by the left. Till this day the
serious tendency has nightmares about stunts. Four

A guide framed gasholder....
years after the last reported sighting of a stunt the
Bristol group still writes: "We're tired of carrying on
with stunts." Even when there are no stunts the past
history of stuntism is rolled out continuously as an
excuse for political bankruptcy. But that's to jump
ahead.

 The serious tendency determined that the battle
against stuntism was to be a battle for the soul of the
organisation and one which had to be won to turn
Class War into a óseriously credible organisation.ô

THE PAPER
"More over-socialised leftism from the pioneers of all
talk, no action. Includes an extensive history lesson on
the reasons behind the Irish potato famine. Whatever
happened to hospitalised copper? "

Review of Class War no 70, Bypass magazine.
The socialist worker version of CW we see today is

the proud product of the serious tendencyôs dominance
of Class War. They actually do think that it's a good

paper, "far superior to the early issues" and are
bemused that no-one buys it. It does all the things
that all the other leftie papers do - history lessons,
book and ýlm reviews, and gives C.W. positions on
worldwide events. Like all the other papers it gives the
C.W. line on the latest news. It is totally safe and
predictable - a sort of Class War painting by numbers.
In Bristol's recent document ñA critique of would-be

Bonists' they write of the the much admired theoretical
centre pages that "it came through a need to develop a
feature-length article that would explain certain issues
relevant at the time."
"Ah so that's it then!ò Like all the other leftie papers

C.W. EXPLAINS complex issues so that they can be
understood by the mugs out there who can't
understand them without such expert analysis. The
advantage of this explanation technique as any good
Trot will tell you, is that you put your own
interpretation on the events in the hope that the
punters will buy it wholesale.
This is what comes of getting serious, you develop an

exalted view of your own theoretical importance. As an
early issue of Class War might have said, "You don't
need to explain that class society's unfair you just
need to go out and kick a few of the bastards."
Hospitalised copper was worth a thousand articles on
how nasty the police are.

' IT'S so UNFAIR!
In "Revolutionaries and other impediments to
revolution" the author whines that everyone is unfairly
slagging Class War off, "there are groups and
individuals around who are constantly negative, never
have anything good to say about anything, who can't
wait to slag CW off.ò
Oh dear, oh dear. What the fuck do you think CW did

in the early days but slag everyone off - but now we
get some liberal bleating which sounds like Harry
Enýeldôs Kevin about how unfair everyone is to CW.
What the author is really saying is this:"Yes in the

past when we were mindless stuntists we could be
properly criticised. But now we've been a serious
Organisation for years with theory and a proper paper
and a book and big words. Yet we're still being
criticised for all those crimes of Bone and it's just not
fair. If you don't stop it we'll give up and do nothing
(Hasn't that been the policy for the last four years
anyway?) then you'll have no-one to shout at."

THIS IS THE SUB-TEXT
Just as the tories continually blame the '60s for all
they perceive as wrong despite having been in power
for years. So the serious tendency continually blames
the stuntist era for their own failures. The serious
tendency, and the left, had long lost the working class
feel and spirit of the present times.
"CW is overwhelmed with baggage from the past, the

myths, the lies and the fantasies have been a millstone
round our necks óBLAH BLAHô we're tired of carrying on
with cliches and slogans and stunts which make very



little difference to the status quo."The poor worthy put
upon serious tendency. There just ain't no justice for
the virtuous.

WOT! NO FEORY!
"Without action you're just posing." Early issue of Class
War.
Having rejected stuntism the serious tendency

mutated into the "DO NOTHING" tendency - the two
went hand in hand since if you were a serious
revolutionary then kicking rich people in the street

made that too many stunts and
frenetic activity were stopping CW
from developing a theory or as
they put it: ñThey were more to
give us something to do without
thinking why we were doing it.ò
So what was needed was a halt

put on any action so that the
organisation could spend more
time getting its theory together.
Hence 'stuntism' had to be
demonised to make sure no-one
fell back into the bad old ways.

M I S TAKE
The fundamental mistake here is

without any analysis was only a stunt. The case was stuntism!

to develop theory has failed to produce one issue of its
theoreticaljournal in ýve fuckin' years! N0 PRACTICE,
N0 THEORY COMRADES!
The Bristol group's latest contribution consists of

some tired Rainbow coalition ideas which even Jesse
Jackson gave up on years ago. There is of course no
mention of the political opportunities the working
class might grasp out there beyond the walls of the
hermetically sealed theory development unit, such as
the unpopularity of the royal family for example. Oh,
no comrades, got to get the theory right - no return to

The one bit of leftist theory
it was thought worth
appropriating however was
"substitutionism". This was
then used to theoretically
justify a policy of doing
nothing, and attacking
stuntism. Any suggestion that
CW might take some political
initiative or action was decried
on the grounds that CW must
not substitute itself for the
working class.
Only when the whole class

was ready to move would CW
get involved in some way -

Is it a stunt? No, it's an overturned car Ossibl ~e tamingè what
to divorce action and theory as if ' ' P Y Xp
the latter could develop without the former. Since the
early days Class War had been developing, out of its
stuntism and intervention in industrial struggles
(Miners Strike, Wapping) and riots (Brixton) NEW
political ideas of its own. They appeared in the paper
in articles such as ñWhat do we do when the cops fuck
off", "War zones" and ñAfter the riot".
Gradually the creation of working class communities

becoming no go areas for the state, and of the physical
community being the main focus of resistance rather
than the workplace, came through in the paper and
early issues of the Heavy Stuff (eg Darren Ryan's article
in Heavy Stuff 1). But these were ideas which did not
develop out of thin air but developed out of our own
initiatives (stunts) and interventions in other
struggles.
The theory developed out of our practice and could

be tested in practice. Is it any wonder that having
abandoned ódoing anything" to spend four years
developing "real theory" the serious tendency has even
failed to produce ANY theory - the yardstick by which
their success could apparently be measured! Other than
declining paper sales.

. DEMORALISED MOVEMENT
What they have produced is a demoralised movement
with no further suggestion for development beyond
"calling a big meeting to discuss the future". Mystic
Meg presumably to be invited! The last issue of the
Heavy Stuff remains Dave Douglassô articles on the
miners strike. A faction calling for a halt on all action

was going on to the more
backward members of our class! Thus the Organisation
became incapable of acting at all in the face of the
theoretical cries of "substitutionismò and "stuntism".

IN DEFENCE OF STUNTISM
Stuntism was, and still is, the snootily derogatory term
the serious tendency used to deride any initiative CW
took on its own agenda, rather than tailending the left
with their own preferred serious analysis of the
situation.
Stuntism included the Henley Regatta, the Bash the

Rich marches, the Rock Against the Rich Tour, the
Notting Hill by-election campaign, disruption of CND
and Labour Party rallies, the anti-yuppie campaign, the
Better Dead Than Wed Royals record...You get the
picture - anything that made CW vibrant and exciting
with a working class agenda of its own.
The serious tendency have done an effective Stalinist

history interpretation on this period to denigrate and
deride it. Contrary to their analysis it was the stuntist
campaign and the vibrancy of the early issues of the
paper that gave CW its impact among our class. Take
the Henley Regatta - the classic ñstuntò according to
the serious tendency and one which merely
"substituted" CW for the class as a whole and therefore
should not have happened.

HA; FUCKIN HA HA! ! ! !!
The Henley Regatta was designed (1) To put the shits
up the rich bastards at the regatta, (2) To get
maximum publicity for what we did. Successful on both
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counts - long live stuntism - and a fuckin' good laugh
as well. BINGO! '
Others were a flop - the Hampstead Bash the Rich

march a ýasco even! Mainly because the police had got
their tactics together by then and made us look idiots.
So we made some fuckin' mistakes. That's when you
learn lessons and develop some new ideas on how not
to get fucked over next time - practice - theory - better
practice.
The Stop The City events were similar. Small scale

event ýrst time, massive success second time,
complete ýasco third time as the cops got their act
together. You then develop other tactics and actions-
you don't give up the fuckin' lot just because you've
been made to look stupid on a few occasions.
But being made to look stupid was the one thing the

serious tendency feared more than anything -
imprisonment or death in the cause of the struggle
they feared not, but having ones leftist chums
sniggering at one was just too much for one to bear!
The other big gripe the ósophisticatedô tendency have

with stunts was that they were hyped up to the press
and everyone else and the reality fell far short of the
hype therefore damaging CWôs credibility. A cross the
poor dears have had to bravely bear till this day.

MEASURING BY NUMBERS
On the contrary the stunts were the occasions when
you could actually measure in numbers what effect CW
was having. We didn't have a fuckin' clue how many
would turn up to the Bash the Rich marches or Henley
Regatta. Was our paper a waste of time? Was anyone
listening? Would anyone act?
We got our answer by the numbers who turned up to

these events, who came to the Rock Against the Rich
tour, who voted for John Duignan in the Notting Hill
by-election, who bottled Neil Kinnock in Hyde Park,
who came to Molesworth, who bought the fuckin'
record! There was the measurable reality of where we
were at - still small but signiýcantly gaining an
audience who were prepared to come on actions with
us.
But contrary to this, the serious tendency were so

horriýed at what they saw as the poor turn out at
these events that they turned tail and fled, adopting a
policy of never calling a speciýc CW action again so
that the paucity of our support could never be
revealed. It was they who deluded themselves about
CW's support in future because they were too scared to
ever put it to the test.

VICTORY TO STUNTISTS?
Stuntism was honest - what you saw was what you got!
200 at Henley, 60 votes at Notting Hill, 8000 at the
RAR gigs, 12,000 papers sold, 50 at Molesworth - these
were the measurable outcomes from which we could
determine the success or otherwise of our strategy.
óKeeping your heads down and never ýghting another
battleô was a recipe for brain paralysis. And we got it in
óVictory to the Hit Squadsô - the most ludicrous CW

front cover of all time! ñVICTORY TO THE ( non-
existent) HIT SOUADS!ò CW sellers at the big miners
demo reported bemused looks from miners as they
touted the óVictory to the Hit Squads" issue in Hyde
park. The problem was that THERE WERENôT ANY HIT
SOUADS!! Wrong strike comrades - seven years too

By the time <5)ô the 1992 Leeds
conference C had descended into
a state of catatonia. Evejry
proposal for_action was efeated
by a big majority and any hope of
re-esta lishing a populist
movement had vanished. Ifyou
have an organisation with an L
avowed po icyof doing nothing
then eventually even the most
serious of the serious tendency is
bound to asK, ñWhy do weneed
an organisation to do nothing?"

\

late! The original CW cover bearing this title in the
1984/5 strike was a great success at a time when
minersô hit squads were systematically mounting large
scale attacks on NCB property.
Because they had long since abandoned any practical

activity the paper group could only think to run the
same cover 7 years later when it had no conceivable
relevance to the struggle. The suggested cover of full
page photo of Heseltine with the caption WANKER
across it - a sure ýre seller and in keeping with the
mood of the rally. Was rejected by the paper group on
the grounds that it ñdidnôt have any politicsò. OVER
AND OUT.

NO POPULISM
Isolation from action had deprived the paper group of
any feel for populism. The photo of the three party
leaders with "wankers" underneath was rejected on the
same grounds for the 92 election issue, ñno politics
comrade". Instead we got an endless series of ninja
turtles and overturned cop cars as the blanket answer
to everything. In February this year I saw a pile of
unsold CWs from last August still on sale at
Compendium. The Olympic Special - the only torch we
want to see and an overturned cop car. Well relevant to
fuckin' what?
By the time of the 1992 Leeds conference CW had

descended into a state of catatonia. Every proposal for
action was defeated by a big majority and any hope of
re-establishing a populist movement had vanished. If
you have an organisation with an avowed policy of
doing nothing then eventually even the most serious of
the serious of the serious tendency is bound to ask, as
they do now, "why do we need an organisation to do
nothing?"



PQS T C] E defence before I got - Trotsky like - painted out of the
Since then CW has been - ed b inertia and a picture altogether. Revolutionary movements get fucked9"PP Y U- - p more by personal animosities than by policecomplete poverty of expectation that anything could . te nt. n. R dical ideas Such as those CW be an
be achieved be ond " ettin the a er out" and a m. We óO a. . 9
personal ANIMOôSITY tbwardg mysglfpthat has Wm? gotô and Wm getô 'eCupe'ated mto everyday
nonsensical consequences. lefmsmó

h d d 'dd h hi 'th óDo Nothingò CW cannot rise phoenix like from theT eCW comra es eci e to ave not ng to wi h DH t . t . d.H tfthe Anarchy in the UK events because ..B0ne.S as es.ô i erýn circums ancestnequire i eren orms
organised it". So we have Lorenzo Komboa Ervin, a 0' aCtô0"' W at We can 5.35ô óS óSô
bl ck cla stru le Ameri n anarchist eakin at a The need '0' a c?mba"ôVe Class Snuggle on thebig rally gsnd tnggcw cnnngges a er Sela?ó nutgide but streets movement is as necessary now as when Class

. . . p p .9 W st rt d ' 1983. What form it takes is what anrefusing to go listen to him for fear of being seen to aô a e. ón . . . 5ôcollaborate with Something We Organisedñ class warriors with any ýght left in them need to be
Being turned into an "ism" by the Bristol group's Urgently dôSCuSSmg'

recent "Critique of would-be Bonists" containing A f M I, 1, .t,
endless attacks on myself eg "Slandering his opponents S 0' e ' m up 0" '
- where have you seen that before - You guessed it -
BONE!ò I thought it time to say a few words in my Ian Bone, March 1997.

A SHORT RANT
The previous article (óI started...So I'll
finish itô) was written by Ian Bone, one
of the founding members of Class War
and a leading light during the 1980s and
early 1990s. It is a rewrite of Class War's
history through the perspective of Ian
and ignores or trivialises the truth
whenever that conflicts with its
revisionism.
But ýrst lets get to the point. The real reason that

Ian is so against the last issue of óClass Warô is that it
fails to mention him anywhere! What a disaster - poor
old Ian, the man who set up and single handedly
fought the good ýght throughout all those years does
not get a mention anywhere. Just to point out - no-
one else gets a mention either.
Ian was very important to Class War, he had

enormous energy, great creative imagination, was
extremely articulate (he could talk the best revolution
by far) - but Class War was a lot more than one
individual, many other people put in vast amounts of
time, risked their liberty (and occasionally lost it),
slogged their guts out....if Ian gets a mention, why
shouldn't they?

BIGGER THAN YOU
Class War was much much bigger than one individual
and to bring it down to one individual undermines its
whole spirit. Our struggle is never going to be about
some heroic leader.

So to the actual article itself - the basic problem
with it is that it pretends that upto about 1992 Class
War was a vibrant and dynamic organisation and then
it was taken over by "the serious faction". Upto this
time, Class War was out and about, active on the

IN RESPONSE!
streets, selling loads of papers, doing plenty of stunts -
"anything that made Class War vibrant and exciting
with a working class agenda of its own". Shurely shome
mistake shomewhere?
During the 1980s Class War went up and down like

the proverbial yo-yo. Virtually all of the named
examples in the article were over and done by 1986/87
at the latest (like bottling Neil Kinnock, the Bash The
Rich marches, Stop The City, Henley, etc etc). And
when was Molesworth? 1983? 1984? Long time back in
the past - those were the old days but somehow Ian
manages to make them spread over right upto 1992.

COMING TO LIFE
Class War came to life in 1983 and like a screaming
baby quickly found life in what was going on around it:
the minersô strike, the post-1981 inner city riots, it all
provided a perfect platform as theory and practice
merged into one and Class War was related to by a
small but signiýcant minority - loud, confrontational,
violent, in your face and viciously opposed to the
rich/the Tories/the Labour party, it was the perfect
paper at the right time.
As well as getting stuck in (both verbally and

physically) during the miners strike, the 1985 riots, the
Wapping dispute, Class War also started to spread its
own wings - organising two Bash The Rich marches,
partly getting together a semi-riot through Wood Green
in an attempt to "open up the second front", going up
mob-handed to the Henley Regatta...those were the
days.
But then it all tailed off, lost its own energy and

towards the 1980s was a pale shell of what had been.
There were enough meetings in London heldin some
rundown squat in Bow with about four people - and
outside London little else was happening apart from
producing the paper (like a vulgar Trotskyist group, the



paper became more important than anything else ð the
mantra of must get the paper out wasn't just invented
in the 1990s, it was right there in the late 1980s).
One possible reason for this doesn't get a single

mention in Ian's article - the creation of the Federation
in the mid-1980s and no prizes for guessing why - yes,r  
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the initial establishment of a Class War bureaucracy,
that crucial ýrst step down the road to seriousness
(Class War was a real, proper political organisation now
that it was a Federation!) was Ian's big idea at the
time.
From the early days of wrecking Rolls-Royces (pre

Federation), Class War then had a ówreck a roller dayô
advertised in the paper -but it was expected that other
people would go out and do it, not the people putting
out the paper!
And not only did the Federation start Class War down

the road to bureaucracy, it also caused a signiýcant
minority of people to leave - the ýrst split. But this is
not mentioned anywhere in Ian's article and, looking
back on it, you could say that setting up the
Federation was a bad mistake.
So Class War (post riots, post Federation) was dying

on its feet until Thatcher, like the dealer to the junkie,
give it the shot: the poll tax. Back came the riots, back

came the violence, back came the mass resistance to
the state and all its agencies - but, again, this doesnôt
get a single mention anywhere in Ianôs article.

IAN AS THEORETICAL GURU
The irony about Ian criticising the serious factionôs
theory is that Ian himself is a very theoretical and well
read person who could no doubt go on for hours about
the Tamil Tigers or whatever - as could some other
people in Class War.....but who really gives a fuck
about the Tamil Tigers in this country and when did
you ever see them mentioned in the paper (or hear
anyone talk about it in the pub)?
But donôt throw out the baby with the bathwater: the

Tamil Tigers are irrelevant in this country but what
about the trade unions, what about the green
movement, what about numerous other things that we
have to understand? Ian writes ñwe didn't have any
fuckin' theoryò but he always had plenty and the joke
was on the libertarian organisation called Class War
that upheld working class self-emancipation and had a
very knowledgeable leadership and less knowledgeable
followers.
Theory didn't drive away the membership, didn't lose

the paper its sales - because all that happened when
Ian was still supposedly there during the late 1980s.
Theory came out of a sense that the ship was sinking
with all hands and we needed to reassess what we were
doing and if that meant not having the same article on
some pub punch-up and putting in one on the Labour
party, then so be it.
After all, you can only read so many articles on pub

punch-ups (as much as you can only read so many
articles on the Labour party). And that was a problem
from those days, the one-dimensionality of the paper -
it was good at its time but then it started going
nowhere but some people could never accept that fact
and just wanted to relive the glory days again and
again.

BEING SERIOUS ALL OVER
Ian sets up this division between "the serious faction"
and the ñnon-serious factionò (ie himself and others) -
but it's a blatantly false division as many of the so-
called ñserious faction" have stood there enough times
shouting out "get your bleeding anarchist rag here, PC
Blakelock chop chop chop". And itôs these peopleôs
experiences that have now led them to dissolve the
organisation because of their frustration and feeling
that it was too tied to the past
We could call actions but then no-one (or hardly

anyone) would come and it would be completely
demoralising for all concerned. There's nothing wrong
with calling actions on our own, what is wrong is
simply calling them without any thinking through and
seeing them as being vitally important. So it's about
asking questions and seeing what answers we can come
up with, notjust ignoring reality like an ostrich upto
its neck in the sand. Thatôs no way to getting a
revolution.



One joke about Ian going on about the serious
faction is that he himself used that word in the ýrst
issue of the Heavy Stuff (1987) - in his introduction he
stated: ñAt the Bristol Class War Fed conference in
March it was decided to publish a Class War ótheoretical
journalô. We felt that many people were attracted to our
paper by its bluntness, vibrancy and humour but failed
to involve themselves in our political work because
they either thought we were not óseriousô or had
difýculty working out the political ideas behind the
brashness of the paper". Ian was the founder of the
serious faction shock horror!
Ian goes on to discuss what ideas Class War had,

what we thou t of ndicalism and working class

since then it has downhill all the way with kids,
raving, frustration/boredom, mortgages, new
movements, fear of going down undermining what had
been. It's a bit of a cliche but you could argue that the

It's a bit of a cliche but you could
argue that the shock troops are
now ojf their heads on [Ecstacy
and waving their arms H7 the air.
You can't recreate the past, nor
can you live ojjf the past - all that
counts is the present and theah Svhistory - anyone for a spot of theory? Incidentally, it is future and what the Jack are we

a very good article as is the rest of the magazine (for a going to do about
photocopy, send Ã1 to the box number) - but it does
slightly undermine all that Ian was saying in his
previous article.

LIE, LIE AND LIE AGAIN
Ian weakens his argument by his favourite tool-
exaggeration: "they actually think that it's a good
paper...and are bemused that no one is buying it". But
plenty of people did buy it throughout the 1990s
(when the so-called "serious factionò were supposedly
in charge), we were printing about 5000 copies and on
good issues were selling upwards of maybe 4000.
But sales were declining as was the regularity of the

paper and the amount of stuff that was written for it -
incidentally, maybe one of the reason that saleswere
declining was that some people (like Ian and the
editor of ôAnimalô) hardly ever did paper sales...unless,
of course, it was an easy one like some big
demonstration.
And, of course, the sales during the 1980s went up

and down like that damned yo-yo - and doesn't Ian
remember during the supposed heyday of Class War
(mid-1980s) 2,000 copies of issue three being dumped
in some bin in Brixton? Things are always a lot more
complicated than they actually look.
And the line that there were no more stunts doesn't

hold much water either. In London, at least two big
stunts were organised in the 1990s (as well as the
Communities of Resistance tour in early 1990s, one of
Class War's best initiatives and something that we did
completely as our own action) - the state opening of
Parliament and some rich bastard's ball...both of which
were abject failures. And it has to be said that the
same was true of the last stunt that Ian was involved
in, that one with ships in Bristol where everyone got
nicked and then afterwards certain people got
completely pissed up.

TIMES CHANGE
One of the problems with stunts is that in the 1980s

we could count on getting a fair seized number of
people out, ready for action - the Stop The City/punk
generation with other malcontents thrown in. The
Trafalgar Square riot was the highpoint of this but

I

shock troops are now off their heads on Ecstacy and
waving their arms in the air. You can't recreate the
past, nor can you live off the past - all that counts is
the present and the future and what the fuck are we
going to do about it?  

TALKING SPECIFICS
Just to talk speciýcally about a couple of stunts that
Ian mentions. He says that 8,000 came to the Rock
Against the Rich tour but didn't virtually all of them
come to see Joe Strummer? That doesn't mean that we
are against doing such things but lets at least be a bit
honest about it.
Another little point about Rock Against the Rich that

Ian forgets to mention is that he was actually strongly
against it because it conflicted with the Notting Hill
by-election - and as for that, don't forget that Class
War's candidate was beaten by the Monster Raving
Loony Party. Sometimes jumping in with both feet and
no thought doesn't actually work out. The best thing
about that, by the way, was that the Tory candidate
got beaten up by some people around Class War.
Perhaps the real deýnition of a stunt is that it's an

idea dreamed up by someone who then gets other
people to do all the hard work and put their necks on
the line - while the originator of that ideas disappear
off. Yes, ñwithout action you're just posingò, too right
but you have posed as much as anyone else if not more
ð because isn't that the be all and end all of your
hyped politics, isnôt it all about the pose at the end of
the day? But then maybe thatôs a bit unfair because at
times Ian has got his hands dirty and has been directly
involved.
The point with the hype is that it only lasts so long

and then the emperor is revealed as he really is - with
no clothes on. Fuck the media, who gives a toss about
them - what about people who are genuinelyinterested
in what Class War was doing and came along to the
meetings, only to be sadly disillusioned.
As Ian himself once said (he always had the best

stories), some young lad came along to the London
Class War meeting and afterwards came up and said
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yes, he liked it but he wanted to go to his local branch
up Camden way - actually, sorry, this is it. The balloon
was punctured and sadly deflated. At the end of the
day, revolutionary politics have to be honest if they are
to be anything - hype and buzz are acceptable and can
be used on certain occasions but you canôt hype up
revolution out of nothing...or do you think that you
can Ian?

ONE BIG MEETINGó?
Perhaps you do because that is what your óTen Days
That Shook The Worldô was: one big hype that had more
American punks at it than anyone from this country
(maybe a slight exaggeration but you get my drift).
And the reason it was boycotted by so many people is
that we had all seen your handwork before and we
were pissed off with picking up the pieces - not to
mention being pissed off with that rainbow coalition
that you assembled (I think the paciýsts had more
meetings/events than anyone else - rather ironic,
considering that you helped to marginalise paciýsm in
the anarchist movement during the 1980s).
But in retrospect the real irony is that we are now

trying to reach out to other people beyond the narrow
conýnes of Class War politics (apart from ideological
paciýsts that is - our standards are higher than
yoursl).
Just to point out another inaccuracy - people did go

into the Lorenzo meeting and werenôtjust ñpaper
selling outside". Yet maybe you didn't realise that as
you fucked off back to Bristol before it was even over,
leaving other people to pick up the pieces (where have
I heard that one before?).

TIPI VALLEY
At the election in 1992, we put in a lot of work into an
anti®election campaign, loads of leaflets distributed,
meetings around London, flyposting, grafýti, all that
kind of stuff - and this culminated in a march down
Whitehall which was resoundingly successful (apart
from the fact that there were barely 500 people on it)
in that though the cops weren't very keen on it, off we
went, did the circuit and hardly anyone nicked. Ian
made some stirring speech and then afterwards came
up to me and said how funny it was, going on about
the working class while ñitós like Tipi valley out thereñ.
And just to talk briefly about this recent election -

out came with Ian with his ówankersô posters, boasting
that half a million were going to be printed. As usual,
the hype was far greater than the reality and maybe a
few thousand were handed out.

MORE PROBLEMS
There were problems going on and these problems have
been going on for a long time now and that was what
ending the paper and the organisation was all about ð
an acknowledgment of these problems and an attempt
to resolve some of them rather than just running
arouhd like rats on a treadmill repeating the same
stories from the 1980s.
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ñYes, they're all fools, gentlemen . . . But the question

remains, óWhat KIND of tools are they?ó "

And that, after all, is so much of what óI started it...ó
is about - it's all about living in the 1980s, just like
the old punks clinging on, it refuses to accept that
times have changed and moved on, that no longer can
we just repeat what we used to do because weôre not
getting anywhere.
You would have thought that Ian would have been

glad because at a conference in 1992, he put forward a
motion to close down the paper and rid the
organisation of all its bureaucracy - but it was
rejected. Now we have seen the light and realised that
the road has come to an end but simply because Ian
doesn't get a mention anywhere, he's up in arms about
us doing what he wanted us to do about four years
ago! Thereós no justice in this world.

BACK TO BASICS
Class War was a child of the 1980s, its energy,
imagination, drive and spirit related directly to
working class struggle of that time. But struggles
change and those who don't change with it get left
behind as has the left. _
We don't want to be left behind, we want to be part

of whatever is emerging from the cracks and to play
our full part in it - and that means dumping what
we've got because it isnót going anywhere and, after
all, surely that is what we want....to be going
somewhere?

N and others



MINUTES OF NATIONAL MEETING
OF FORMER MEMBERS OF CLASS
WAR FEDERATION (& omens)

Present: four from Bristol, four from London, three
from Leeds, two from Birmingham, two from
Wolverhampton, one from Worcester, three from Cardiff
Took place in Bristol on 19/7/97

This is a summary of the minutes and except where
dealing with practical matters, all ideas are simply
being aired and nothing was decided.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
We have moved further down the road than where Class
War was. It is essential that we move past the stage of
discussing/mainly agreeing with the content of the
last paper. We need to look forward and put forward a
dream that will appeal to all working class people
including those that are ócomfortably offó.
We need a more positive approach in which we need

to show that revolution is something worth having.
People will take the rough if thereós something worth
having. Capitalism relies on this all the time. For us to
rely on hating everything is not good enough. That is
too easily boxed into being part of the óloyal
oppositionô. y
The left is in disarray because it is becoming more

and more isolated from the working class. We need the
working class with us now. We need to have a dream
and sell it. Life can be at its best all the time and not
just for ýve minutes a week. Capitalism sells people
freedom through wealth. The lottery for example: óif
you win then you will be free to do anything you
wish, with no more worries.ô

WHAT ORGANISATION?
We need to convince people that we are worth
listening to and joining in with. We have to know what
sort of organisation is required for that purpose. Our
ways in the past/present have failed - if selling papers
was going to start a revolution surely it would have
happened - we need to make our ideas workable for all
of us and get them across as wide as possible. What is
needed now? What is plausible? We need to be bold
and vibrant, we need to be prepared to experiment.
The left is seen negatively, always arguing among

themselves. If we could work together it would be a
step forward. So far from meetings around the country
it seems that people are not yet prepared to part with
their old baggage. Whilst being interested they are
holding back until something more is on offer. We need
to take the positive from our past and move on. We

don't want to discuss CW anymore and avoid old
arguments, ósyndicalism vs left communismô etc. The
anarchist scene is only part of anti-capitalists, whilst
we should try and salvage what is worthwhile, we
shouldn't limit ourselves to the anarchist scene, after
all we live in a country of 57 million people and the
anarchist scene is about 57 people in their own little
world along with the SWP, RCG etc.
The corpse of the anarchist movement is not the

ideas, it is the size, it is so minuscule. 18 months ago

The corpse of the anarchist
movement is not the ideas, it is
the size, it is so minuscule. 18
months ago it had an upsurge,
now it is dead. Many anarchists
think that anarchists make the
revolution, we should see/< to be a
current of thought that
affect?/rinterests peoýle. We
shoul aim for the s y not the top
of the gutter; nothing on the left
attracts us, we have to he
something new, be ambitious and
zgrtfarls we can always go back to
unt sabbing.

it had an upsurge, now it is dead. Many anarchists
think that anarchists make the revolution, we should
seek to be a current of thought that affects/interests
people. We should aim for the sky not the top of the
gutter, nothing on the left attracts us, we have to be
something new, be ambitious and if it fails we can
always go back to hunt sabbing.

BUILDING BLOCKS
We have to build something that starts with the
working class, taking -on where our class is at. The
working class choose from what's on offer, Lab/Lib/Con
or whoever, recently they chose Blair, not because they
were hoodwinked but as the óbest of the bunchó. We
need to get into our classó heads. We need to move our
orientation away from marginal. Changing political
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